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Why　Should　Group　Dynamics
be　Considered　in　L2　Classrooms
in　Japanese　Universities？
一Astudy　of　the　group　development　process
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　in　an　aCtual　ClaSS
Yoko　Morimoto
Introduction：
　　　We　often　say　that　Japanese　people　in　general　are　very　much　group－
oriented　compared　with　other　nationalities．　Could　that　be　the　reason
why　in　our　teachers’staff　rooms　in　Japan，　we　often　talk　about　how　dif－
ferent　each　class“behaves”even　when　we　think　we　are　teaching　pretty
much　the　same　thing　and　treating　them　similarly　in　those　classes．　We
also　often　talk　about　how　uncooperative　some　classes　are，　or　to　put　it　in
other　words，　how　incohesive　they　can　be．
　　　Interestingly　enough，　in　Great　Britain，　Hadfield（1992）reports　that
after　carrying　out　a　survey　called‘Moaning　and　Groaning’in　the　For－
eign　Language　Staffroom’in　language　schools　and　state　colleges　all
over　the　UK，
By　far　the　most　common　complaint　was，　as　one　teacher　put　it，　‘My
group　just　doesn’t　gel！’（1992：7）
　　　Complaints　about　difficulties　arising　from　group　related　matters
outnumbered　any　other　kinds，　and　these　problems　w’?窒?@not　confined　to
inexperienced　or　trainee　teachers，　and　typically，　the　classes　consist　of
students　of　multi－cultural　backgrounds．　I　imagine　if　we　did．　a　similar
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survey　in　Japan，　the　chances　are，　that　the　result　would　be　similar．
　　　Then，　there　may　be　more　universal　factors　working　underneath　the
groups　we　call　classes．　In　the　discipline　of　group　dynamics，　one　treats
groups　as　entities　which　have　a‘life　of　their　own’，　and　no　matter　what
kind　of　groups　they　are，　they　share　some　basic　common　features．
　　　In　this　paper　I　would　like　to　highlight　the　issues　surrounding　the
group　aspect　of　the　Japanese　University　L2　settings　by　briefly　over・
viewing　this　new　subdiscipline　of　group　dynamics，　and　using　its　theo－
ries　of　group　development　drawing　on　the　feedback　I　gained　from　my
students　in　the　EPC　Group　2001　from　my　previous　study（Morimoto，
forthcoming）．
My　Experience　with　EPC　Group　2001
　　　At　the　School　of　Political　Science　and　Economics，　Meiji　University，
Tokyo，　from　the　early　90’s　my　colleagues　and　1　have　been　teaching　on　a
special　English　course，　called　EPC（English　Proficiency　Course）．　For
this　4－year－long　semi・intensive　course，　every　year　until　2002，　we　selected
24students　upon　entry　into　our　school　based　on　their　motivation，　Eng－
lish　skills，　and　their　willingness　to　cooperate　with　others　in　group　leaFn－
1ng　sltuatlons　speaking　English．　Besides　helping　theln　to　improve　their
English　through　many　pair　and　small　group　activities　and　projects　and
self－studies　in　and　outside　our　classes，　we　had　hoped　and　expected　that
each　small　class　would　grow　into　a　cohesive　group　that　could　compare
with　clubs　and　seminars　which　seem　so　attractive　to　Meiji　students　in
general．，　so　that　EPC　members　would　enjoy　learning　English　together　in
that　kind　of　friendly　and　cooperative　atmosphere．　Well，　it　wasn’t　so
easy．　Actually，　it　was　much　harder　than　any　of　us　had　expected．　In
spite　of　our　efforts　such　as　organizing　English　camps，　introducing　their
senlor　members　to　the　group，　having　dinner　parties　from　time　to　time，
and　so　on，　in　some　years，　classes　even　developed　a　quite　negative　atmos－
phere　that　was　interfering　with　what　was　going　on　in　our　classes，　and
thus　resulting　in　high　droP－out　rates．
　　　In　2001，　we　had　another　class　of　EPC　that　I　call　EPC　Group　2001，
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which　started　out　with　a　quite　high　motivational　pitch，　yet　for　some
reason　unknown　to　the　teachers，　started　to　look　as　if　the　class　was　fal－
ling　apart　as　the　attendance　rate　suddenly　dropped　tremendously　after
the　summer　break．　Consequently，　about　a　third　of　the　group　had
dropped　out　by　December　the　same　year．　However，　after　the　spring．
break　the　following　year，　the　remaining　members　suddenly　seemed　to
become　a　very　tightly　united　group　full　of　motivation　to　initiate　and
carry　out　English　learning　Projects　on　their　own．　Some　of　the　projects
that　they　carried　out　in　the　second　year　included：debate　tournaments
in　class，　creating　their　homepage　during　the　summer　break，　organizing
two　very　successful　English　camps　leading　the　first　year　group，　writing
and　performing　a　court　case　play，　making　a　film　to　insert　into　this　play，
producing　a　news　show，　performing　a　musical“Lion　King”semi－
publicly　on　campus，　and　so　on．　Some　of　these　projects　were　teacher－
initiated，　but　the　degree　of　commitment　and　performance　the　students
demonstrated　were　exceptionally　higher　than　one　expects　from　a“class
activity”．　They　worked　so　hard　that　many　times　I　felt　compelled　to　stop
them　from　working　so　hard　as　many　of　them　were　not　even　getting
enough　sleep　sometimes　for　weeks．
　　　Ibecame　extremely　touched　by　and　curious　about　this　drastic
change　in　the　students’motivation　to　become　so　autonolnous．　In　the
spring　of　2003，　just　before　I　left　for　my　sabbatical　abroad，　I　had　all　the　l4
students　in　small　groups　discuss　what　influenced　their　motivational
levels　by　looking　back　on　the　time　line　from　April　2001　till　February
2003．Ivideo－taped　them　all　and　summarized　and　analyzed　their　feed－
back．（Morimoto　and　Kurahachi，2003，　and　Morimoto，　forthcoming）
　　　My　colleagues，　Phil　Zitowitz，　Kevin　Mark，　and　Kate　Elwood　and　I
were　all　making　efforts　to　motivate　our　students　in　all　kinds　of　ways，
and　we　were　also　quite　sensitive　about　cultivating　a　good　class　atmos－
phere．　When　1　reviewed　those　videotapes　of　my　students’　discussion，　I
had　expected　that　they　would　talk　about　certain　things　we　the　teachers
did　or　said　affecting　what　they　felt　in　terms　of　their　motivation．　Sur－
prisingly，　and　to　some　extent　disappointingly，　there　was　very　little　spo－
ken　about　what　the　teachers　did　in　or　outside　the　class．　Instead，　what
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kept　coming　up　was　how　they　felt　about　each　other　in　the　group　and　its
numerous　subgroups．　I　found　that　a　sense　of　coInpassion，　empower－
ment，　and　joy　fostered　in　the　group　seemed　to　play　a　major　role　as　well
as　the　opportunities　to　present　their　achievement　to　others　outside　their
class　assisted　in　raising　their　motivation．　Also，　the　students’feedback
seemed　to　suggest　that　successful　collaboratiVe　work　not　only　brought
about　autonomy　and　strong　bonding　within　the　group，　but　also　brought
about　much　more，　such　as　higher　self－esteem，　higher　achievement，　and
greater　sense　of　hapPiness　and　security．
　　　After　presenting　these　findings　along　with，　Dr，　Kurahachi’s　analysis
of　them（based　on　the　Willingness　to　Communicate　model，）at　a　Learner
Development　Forum　at　JALT　2003（Morimoto＆Kurahachi　2003），　and
then　writing　a　paper（Morimoto，　forthcoming）based　on　the　data　I　col－
lected　for　it，　I　then　encountered　the　book　titled　Group　Dynamics　in　the
Language　Classroom（D6rnyei＆Murphey，2003），　and　it　almost　felt　as　if
all　the　theories　they　were　presenting　there　were　explaining　much　of
everything　I　had　found　out　from　the　students　about　what　was　going　on
in　their“group　dynamics”．　I　felt　compelled　to　study　this　very　new（at
least　to　me）subdiscipline，　and　decided　to　write　this　paper　linking　what
is　discussed　in　the　field　of　group　dynamics　and　my　findings　from　this
research．
　　　Specifically，　in　this　paper，　I　intend　to　focus　on　the　group　develop－
ment　process　the　Group　2001　followed，　and　attempt　to　explain　what
hapPened　utilizing　theories　of　group　dynamics。
Academic　Overview
　　　In　L21anguage　teaching　and　learning，　already　much　has　been　dis－
cussed　and　researched　on　the　importance　of　affect。　In　the　70’s　Humanis－
tic　Approaches，　such　as℃ounseling　Learning／Community　Language
Learning’（Curran　1972），‘Suggestopedia’（Lozanov，1979），　and　work　of
Stevick（1980）that　supported　those　methods　gained　popularity，　and
more　recently，　numerou＄　researchers　have　been　studying　topics　such　as
motivation（see　D6rnyei，2001　for　a　recent　review）self－regulation　and
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learner　autonomy（see　Benson，2001　for　a　recent　review）and　so　on。
Quite　a　few　teacher　reference　books（such　as　Arnold，　1999　and　Williams
and　Burden，1997）provide　thorough　overviews　of　psychological　aspects
which　are　likewise　related　to　L2　teaching　and　learning．　However，　when
it　comes　to　group　dynamics，　according　to　D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003），
only　two　books　had　been　published　on　this　topic　in　the　L2　field　by　the
end　of　the　90’s：avery　practical　activity　guide　by　Jill　Hadfield（1992）and
ahighly　theoretical　book　by　Ehrman＆D6rnyei（1998）．
　　　In　this　paper，　based　mainly　on　L2　related　works　of　D6rnyei＆
Murphey（2003）and　Ehrman＆D6rnyei（1998），　and　on　more　general
works　of　Forsyth（1999）and　Oyster（2000），　I　discuss　the　importance　and
relevance　of　group　dynamics　in　the　Japanese　University　L2　settings　by
using　examples　of　the　Group　2001，　especially　focusing　on　their　group
development　aspect．
Why　is　Group　Dynamics　so　important　for　L2　classrooms？
D6rneyei＆Malderez（1999：156）states，
Our　past　experience　and　a　consensus　in　the　research　literature　indi－
cate　that　group　events　are　greatly　responsible　for：
－the　participants’attitudes　toward　and　affective　perception　of　the
　learning　process（Ehrman　and　D6rnyei　1988）；
－the　quantity　and　quality　of　interaction　between　group　members
　　（Levine　and　Moreland　1990）；
－the　extent　of　coっperation　between　students　and　the　degree　of
　　individual　involvement（Johnson　and　Johnson　l995）；
－the　order　and　discipline　in　the　classroom（Jones　and　Jones　1995）；
－students’relationships　with　their　peers　and　the　teacher（Ehrman
　　and　D6rnyei　1998）：
－asignificant　proportion　of　the　studenVs　motivation　to　learn　the
　　L2（D6rnyei　in　press）；
－student　and　teacher　confidence　and　satisfaction（D6rnyei　and
　　Malderez　1997）．
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　　　As　there　seems　to　be　much　demand　for　communicative　language
teaching　in　Japanese　universities，　which　requires　learners　to　interact
with　their　peers　much　more　than　in　other　subject　classes，　the　state－
ments　above　certainly　strongly　support　the　need　for　us　L2　teachers　in
Japan　to　be　more　aware　of　what　happens　in　the　groups．
　　　In　my　experience　in　university　classrooms　in　general　in　Japan，　I
have　seen　so　many　students　who　appear　to　be　quite　uncomfortable，　if
not　reluctant　to　participate　in　srnall　group　activities．　For　instance，　in
pair　activities　where　I　ask　them　to　introduce　each　other　in　English，
many　do　not　even　keep　their　eye　contact　for　long．　When　I　give　them
choices　in　their　task，　solne　react　as　if　they　do　not　know　what　to　do　with
the　options　presented　before　them．　I　assume　it　is　not　just　the　cultural
aspect，　which　is　influencing　theSe　behaviors，　but　their　previous　experir
ences　in　educational　settings　where　most　of　the．teaching　mbdes　have
been　lecture　styles　in　which　they　were　expected　to　be　passive．　As　a
matter　of　fact，　even　at　the　undergraduate　level，　in　Japan　most　classes
including　many　L2　classes　are　taught　through　lectures，　and　students　are
not　used　to　interacting　with　their　peers，　or　even　know　what　is　to　be
expected　of　them　in　such　interactive　activities．
　　　As　Murphey（2003　a：4）points　out，“Some　students　may　also　come
from　an　environment　where　they　have　developed“learned　helplessness”
（Seligman，1990）and　have　little　experience　making　choices，　while　others
may　demand　more　choices　at　the　same　time．”Ithink　we　see　a　lot　of
students　with　this“learned　helplessness”in　Japanese　universities　ap・
pearing　to　be　constantly　dependent　on　the　authorities　and　waiting　to　be
told　what　to　do．　In　other　words，　they　are　not　autonomous　in　their　own
learning。“Autonomy”has　been　a　buzz　word　in　the　field　of　L2　teach－
ing／1earning　for　more　than　a　decade　now．　According　to　Benson（2001），
David　Little，　who　introduced　to　studies　of　autonomy　the　constructivist
theory　in　educational　psychology，1argely　based　on　works　of　Kelly，
Barnes，　Kolb　and　Vygotsky，　claims　that“all　genuinely　successful　learn－
ing　is　in　the　end　autonomous”（1994：431）．　If　so，　how　could　those　Japa－
nese　students　such　as　mentioned　above　experience　genuinely　successful
learning　in　our　L2　classrooms？Here　the　answer，　if　not　the　only　one，
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may　be　found　in　looking　at　how　group　affects　each　learner　and　their
interaction．　Murphey（2003　a：5）argues，“Autorlomy　grows　from　inter－
action　with　others．　Most　of　the　time　it　is　modeled　from　peers　who　dis－
play　self－regulated　behaviors，　and　who　provide　alternative　ways　6f
behaving，　thinking，　and　choosing。”He　goes　on　to　conclude　that“we
learn　autonomy　in　groups．”（6）If　1“groups”are　prerequisite　to　autonomy，
which　could　be　a　condition　for　successful　learning，　we　then　might　want
to　probe　what　we　can　learn　from　this　subdiscipline，　called　group　dy－
namics．　In　the　next　section，　I　would　like　to　introduce　the　concept　of
group　dynamics，
What　is　Group　Dynamics？
　　　Here　I　present　this　discipline’s　history　and　fundamental　concepts
based　largely　on　what　D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003）describe．
　　　In　the　1940’s，　the　systematic　study　of　groups　was　initiated　by　socia1
．psychologist　Kurt　Lewin　and　his　associates．　Since　then，　thousands　of
studies　have　been　conducted　on　this　topic　within　various　branches　of
the　social　sciences　such　as　social，　industria1，0rganizational，　and　clinical
psychology，　psychiatry，　sociology，　and　social　work．　There　is　also　a　lot
of　interest　in　this　within　business，　psychotherapy，　and　even　politics．
There　are　two　basic　facts　that　have　led　to　the　formation　of　this
discipline：
1．Agroup　has　a‘life　of　its　own’，　that　is，　individuals　in　groups　be－
　　have　differently　than　they　would　do　outside　the　group．
2。Even　the　most　different　kinds　of　group　appear　to　share　some
　　fundamental　common　features，　making　it　possible　to　study　the
　　group　in　general．（3）
Then，　D6rnyei　and　Murphey　continue　on　to　say：
We　argue　that　it　is　largely　the　dynamics　of　the　learner　group－i．e．
its　internal　characteristics　and　its　evolution　over　time－that
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determine　the　climate　of　the　classroom．　This　learner　group，　made
up　of　the　teacher　as　the　central　figure　and　the　students　as　active
members，　is　a　powerful　social　unit，　which　is　in　many　ways　bigger
than　the　sum　of　its　parts。（4）
Phases　of　Group　Development
　　　　Over　the　years，　many　models　for　group　development　have　been
created．　As　a　matter　of　fact，　Forsyth（1999）notes　that　in　the　7αs　Hill
（Hill＆Gruner　1973）was　so　intrigued　by　the　developmental　process　in
groups　that　he　collected　every　theory　that　he　found　on　this　subject　until
the　number　reached　100　and　he　just　had　to　stop！Even　after　that，　more
researchers　came　up　with　more　models．　Oyster（2000）introduces　two　of
them．　One　is　what　Tuckman　and　Jensen（1977）presented：（1）forming，（2）
storming，（3）norming，（4）performing，　and（5）adjourning．
　　　　Forsyth（1999）presents　this　model　in　a　convenient　table　as　below，
supplementing　the　terms　with　his　words：
　　　　　　　　Table　l　Five　Stages　of　Group　Development（Forsyth　l999）
Stage Major　Processes Characteristics
1．Orientation
　（forming）
2．Conflict
　（storming）
3．Structure
　（norming）
4．Work
（performing）orientation；emphasis　on　per一
5．Dissolution
　（adjourning）
Members　becoming　familiar
with　one　another　and　the
group；dependency　and　inclu－
sion　　issues；　acceptance　of
leader　and　group　consensus
Disagreement　over　proce－
dures；expression　of　dissatis－
faction；　tension　　among
members；antagonism　towardleader
Growth　of　cohesiveness　and
unity；establishment　of　roles，
standards，　and　relationships；
increased　trust，　communica－
tion
Goal　achievement；high　task
formance　and　production
Termination　of　roles；comple－
tion　of　tasks；reduction　of　de－
pendency
Tent tive，　polite　communica－
tio s；・concern　over　ambiguity；
9roup’s　goals；active　leader；
compliant　members
Criticism　of　ideas；poor　atten－
dance；ho tility；polarization
and coalition　formation
Agr ement　on　procedures；re－
duction　in　role　ambiguity；in－
creased“we－ness”
Decision　making；　problem
solving；mutual　cooperation
Disintegration　　and　　with－
drawal；increased　independ－
ence　and　emotionality；regret
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Oyster（2000）also　presents　another　model　by　Cohen　et　al（1980）：（1）mem－
bership，（2）subgrouping，（3）confrontation，（4）individual　differentiation，
and（5）collaboration．
　　　Oyster　explains（1）and（2）could　be　considered　as　subcategories　of
forming　by　Tuckman　and　Jensen’s　model，（3＞corresponding　to　storm－
ing，（4）applies　to　norming，　and（5）corresponds　to　performing．　She　criti－
cizes　this　model　for　not　having　the　adjourning／ending　phase　as　the
group　cannot　continue　at　its　optimum　stage　forever．
　　　Utilising　a　combination　of　these　two　models　then，　I　attempt　to　ana－
lyze　what　my　students　in　the　EPC　Group　2001　were　saying　about　their
group　development　thorough　the　first　four　stages，　as　the　group　is　still
to　adjourn　next　March　in　2005　when　they　graduate．
IForming
　（Primary　TenSlon）
HSubgrouping皿Stormlng rV　Performmg
Class
O
畢
Teachers
O
Class
○○（）oo
O　　O
A　rough　outline　of　students’　motivation
level　toward　EPC
Entrance　　lst　year　　lst　year　　lst　year　　lst　year　Sしudent　2nd　year　　2nd　year　　2nd　year　2nd　year
　　　　　　Spring　　Summer　Autumn　　Spring　selection　Spring　　Summer　Autumn　　Spring
　　　　　　　Camp　　　Break　　　Camp　　Break　　　　　　　Camp　　　Break　　　Camp　　Break
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Diagram　1
Forming（Orientation，　membership，　subgrouping）Stage
　　　Ipresent　in　italics　excerpts　from　the　part　of　my　previous　paper
where　I　summarized　what　was　going　on　with　the　group，　and　what　the
students　mentioned　when　asked　about　the　key　elements　which　affected
their　motivation　level　at　each　point　on　the　time　line　in　their　video－taped
group　discussions，　and　comment　on　them　utilizing　the　group
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development　models。
a・Primary　tension（See　Diagram　L　I　Forming）
＊The　first　class　（A、pril？
・High　anxiety　and　tension’ル1αny　co〃zmented‘7ωαSψ・鰯qプothers
in　the・clα∬．”1吻S‘吻）0πθ4飽〃zendOUS・level（）f　anxiety　and彦ension・as
thes・were　not　understanding　evers／thing　in　the　claSS，　whicんωas・mo吻
conducted　in　English，　and　alSO　as　they　were　afraid　Qプtheir　peers　since
they　either　seemed　to　hαve　a　better　CO〃Z〃3α雇qプEnglish　and　they　alSO
　Sθθ〃zed　more　sleill（edαndαS∫θγ’勿θin　g7て）Zφsituations，　Som（e（tid　not
　understandω1zα’the　teαchers　were　eXPecting　qアthem．　Some　of～）o漉
males　and　females　rePorted　that　they　were　afraid　Of　the　femαles，励o
looleed・more・asse伽e　and　confident　thαn　males　in　this　gr（）ゆ窟砺S
Point，　there　were　very　few　human　relationshiPs　a〃tong　tんθ〃Z．
　　　Oyster（2000）explains　that　in　this　stage，　tension　is　extremely　high，
This　is　called“primary　tension“，　and　it　is　perfectly　normal　sensation
where　although　everybody　is　nervous　and　anxious，　everyone　pretends
not　to　be・‘‘So　no　one　looks　tense　and　the　individual　concludes　theゾre
the　only　one　who　is！”（59）In　the　actual　EPC　group，　because　of　the　added
pressure　to　have　to　function　in　all・in－English　classes　that　most　of　the
students　were　not　familiar　with，1　assume　the　tension　even　increased．　It
ls　my　speculation　also　that　those　females　pretended　better　than　their
male　peers　to　look　as　if　they　were　not　tense．　Moreover，　as　female　stu－
dents　often　tend　to　be　more　fluent，　if　not　accurate　speakers　of　English
as　well，　their　linguistic　advantage　could　have　enhanced　the　tension　of
the　male　and　linguistically　less　confident　female　members．
　　　Meanwhile，　in　this　stage　they　seemed　to　be　trying　to　assess　their
classmates’competence　in　English　and　overall　confidence　and　personal
characters・Oyster　goes　on　to　explain　that　in　this　stage，　everybody　is　so
busy　evaluating　each　other　that　their　group　productivity　is　low．　It
takes　much　energy　and　attention　to　check　if　others　are　trustworthy
enough．“There　isn’t　really　much　energy　available　for　the　task．“（60）No
wonder　there　was　almost　no　comment　from　the　students　in　this　period
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on　what　they　learned　in　class　that　affected　their　motivation．　I　assume
they　were　so　busy　assessing　others　that　the　content　probably　just　did
not　stick　1
＊The　First　yごαr　sρring　c血即（Mα！〃
Both　first　and　second　yeαr　students　Pαrtiのαted　in　the　ca吻that　WαS
んθ弼α’伽π痂θ7s伽むsθ〃zinar　house　facing五α々θYamanaleα．　lt　was
　〃zθノeirst　ti〃zθin　EI）C　history　that　the　students　themselves（Groul）2000，
then　second　years］　organized　the　sPri’ng　camP，η0’伽teachers．　The
　actil／i～｝iθS　Wθre〃ZOγ召7「ecreation－oriθntθd　rathθ7　thαn　acadθmic．
Frustrαtedω伽枷配απrelαtionships’　Many　wereαwαre漉α彦漉θ
〃Zα伽1）UゆOSθq〃his　ca〃zp　was　to／bemiliαrize　themselves　to　each　other
αnd　get　closer．　Hoωever，　most　felt　it　wαs　not　achieved　although　they
could　sθθ1zoωclose　their　senPai（Group　200のwereαnd　they　longed／bγ
thαt　leind　Qプrelαtionship　with　tんeir　own　Peers．
ハlot　ready　lbr　gro麗P　ωork：ハ4αny〆2髭itωα∫　tOOθα7Z二y〆b7〃zem　’0
ω0γ々in　gπ）ZφSαS”Zθ二yんad　not～）uilt　close　enough　human　relαtionship
ωith　each　other　to　hnoω　hOW　mUCん伽y　oO媚“εtand・out”αη4魏磁‘θ
αC’魏∫，αη4砺∫わθCα〃ze・a加strating／dctOX　It　was　esρeciall3ノ⑳加7・
ent　in　actiz／ities　which　de〃tαnded　”zem　to　choreog吻1Z　α　（iance　S¢－
quence，
　　　Here　it　still　looks　as　if　they　are　busy　monitoring　each　other．
Forsyth（1999）describes　this　stage　to　be　a　phase　where　many　suffer　not
only　from　the　tension，　but　also　from　their　own　polite　behaviors．　As　they
do　not　know　each　other　well　enough，　they　cannot　feel　comfortable　dis・
closing　their　own　views　and　values。　This　situation　can　be　further　com－
plicated　by　the　ambiguity　of　roles　and　norlns　within　the　group．　Perhaps
in　classes　and　also　during　the　calnp，　the　ambiguity　of　roles　and　norms
were　still　prevalent　as　many　were　not　clearly　comprehending　what　they
were　told　in　English．　Even　therl　though，　what　the　students　reported
were　puzzling　to　me　as　there　were　so　many　group　activities　provided
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during　the　camp　as　well　as　the　classes　beforehand．　As　a　matter　of　fact，
most　of　the　activities　in　class　and　during　the　camp　were　small　group
activities　that　required　the　learners　to　interact　with　each　other，　such　as
language　games，　trust－building　exercises，　volleyball　tournaments，　plus
parties．　However，　I　suspect　there　were　not　enough　activities　or　opportu－
nities　to　get　to　know　each　other　in　a　true　sense　through　those　tasks，　and
hence，　when　they　were　presented　more　content　oriented　tasks　in　Eng－
lish　or　even　musical，　it　was　far　too　early　for　them　to　perform　those　tasks
with　confidence．
b．Issues　around　goal　setting
＊First　year，　ctαsses　in　first　se〃tester　（April－July？
Recep肋e　and　not〃tuch　human　relationship　developing’ハ40st　re－
Ported　that　the　content（）f　the　clαsses　were　differenち加m　wんαt　they　hαd
eXPected　bαsed　on　whαt　they　heard　in　the　guidαnce．　Many　CO〃〃mented，
“αsωθwere　s翻recePtive　Partiのα窺s伽class，　even　when　we　were
unsatisfied，　we　could　not　eXPreSS　ourselves，　and　that　led　to　lower・our
　motivation．”　VηhileηZα7zy　cOηノ’essed　thαt　itωαSブust　hαrd　enough　‘O
catcんup　with　what　was　going　on　as　classes　were　a〃in　English，　S伽θ
　were　9θtting　used次）hOW〃ZθclaSSθSωθre　conductθd．
　　　Here　I　can　see　that　their　expectation　for　the　course　and　the　actual
content　of　the　classes　did　not　match，　and　that　might　have　lead　to　confu・
sion　and　possible　dissatisfaction　as　to　what　they　were　expected　to　do，
obviously　another　cause　of　tension．
　　　In　group　dynamics　a　lot　is　discussed　on　the　importance　of　specific
goal　settings．　Students’expression　about　mismatching　of　their　expecta・
tion　above　suggests　that　this　at　least　confused　their　goals，　especially
short　and　mid－range　goals．　It　is　clear　that　all　these　students　joined　EPC
because　they　wanted　to　improve　their　English（a　long－range　goal）．　How－
ever，　much　shorter－ranged　goals　such　as　completing　small　group　tasks，
be　it　working　together　on　an　English　grammar　task，　or　talking　about　a
vocabulary　list，　or　just　talking　freely　in　English　could　be　unfamiliar
kind　of　activities　as　most　of　the　students　were　coming　from　traditional
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lecture　style　classrooms　from　their　junior　and　high　schools　as　I　men－
tioned，　and　thus　were　used　to　memorizing　and　working　individually　to
pass　their　exams．　This　might　have　confused　them　as　to　what　the　actual
short－ranged　goals　were．　Moreover，　they　could　not　express　their　confu－
sion　or　frustration　possibly　for　two　reasons．　One　was　that　they　were
not　confident　enough　with　their　English　to　do　it，　and　the　other　could　be
that　because　of　the　primary　tension，　they　were　too　afraid　to　do　it　and
stand　out　in　class．
　　　Oyster（2000）asserts　it　is　easier　for　groups　to　start　out　with　shorter－
range　goals　than　with　longer－range　ones．　She　adds　that“the　more　be－
haviorally　specific　the　goals，　the　easier　it　will　be　for　the　group　to
identify　strategies　to　reach　them．”（25）She　also　cites　Latham　and　Yukirs
work（1983），　in　which　they　presented　evidences　that　group　participationl
in　the　setting　for　the　goal　will　result　in　more　effort　to　reach　the　goal，
and　also，　Erez，　Earley，　and　Hulin’s　findings（1985）that　lack　of　participa－
tion　in　the　goal－setting　process　does　not　promote　their　acceptance　of　the
goals．
　　　Now　I　see　that　there　is　a　possibility　that　the　students　had　not　under－
stood　clearly　that　their　short－range　goals　were　actually　leading　to　their
longer・range　goal　of　improving　their　English．　One　of　the　factors　for　this
could　have　been　that　those　group－oriented　interactive　activities　were　so
new　to　them，　and　also　all　in　English　at　the　same　time，　that　they　needed
more　learner　training　in　these，　possibly　even　in　Japanese　to　understand
their　worth，　although　I　feel　we　had　provided　some　and　kept　reminding
them．　In　addition，　as　the　findings　above　suggests，　we　could　have　had
the　students　participate　in　the　goal　settings，　instead　of　us　making　all　for
them，　which　could　have　helped　them　clarify　things　as　well．
c．Primary　tension　continues　on　for　the　entire　semester
（continued加〃Z　their　feedbacle　on　their　first　se〃zester　eXPerience）
Mαny　r（iPorted　thαt　they　were　not　SO　haPPy　with　the　humαn　relations吻
α〃zong　the　gπ）zφoγits　lach　qプit．　SomeαZso　rePorted　tんat　theyノ’elt　cz4’
qが’加m伽SθCOη4　yθα7S（のθ7惚Cα吻．ル1αny吻or彪d　that　as　they
ωere　still　recePtive　in　clαss，　there　were　PeoPle　who　could　not　exPreSS
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their　diSSαtisfaction，　and　that　led　the〃Z彦o　lose　motivation　toward　the
course．　Some　suggested　that　in　order　tわsolve　this　1）roblem　Of（declining
motivαtion　after　theミργZ’ng　Cα物り，　it　might　Z）eα？Z　idea‘0ρ70Z／ide　O¢）1）07一
襯吻S／br　theノ’irst　years　to　Pαrtic吻te　in　Presentαtions　and　events．
　　　It　is　quite　astonishing　that　this　primary　stage　keeps　going　on　for　a
duration　of　time　of　nearly　four　months！Ipersonally　had　not　at　all　been
aware　that　they　were　still　so　uncomfortable　with　each　other　to　this
extent．　On　the　surface，　they　were　behaving　very　well，　and　the　atten－
dance　was　near　perfect！Most　likely　again，　because　of　the　primary　ten－
sion，　they　could　not“look”like　they　were　not　understanding　English　in
class．　As　teachers　we　all　try　to　be　sensitive　that　students　may　not　be
understanding　much　even　when　they　put　their　smiles　on　their　faces，
and　this　is　just　another　factor　I　feel　we　must　take　into　account　when　we
deal　with　new　groups
　　　As　for　students’suggestion　for　more　group　work　for　presentations
and　events　to　improve　the　human　relationships，　I　feel　they　felt　it　could
be　effective　as　these　activities　would　require　much　more　time　spent
together　outside　the　class　than　mere　in－class　activities．　When　I　first
listened　to　those　video－taped　group　discussions，　I　kept　wondering　why
they　wanted　so　much　to　spend　time　together　outside　of　the　class，　as　if
they　were　starving　for　social　interaction　with　one　another．　I　even　won－
dered　if　this　group　had　become　uniquely　pathetic　insofar　as　they　kept
talking　about　the　necessity　to　be　close　with　one　another．　However，
when　I　look　back　at　them　from　the　group　dynalnics　perspectives　now，
Ibegin　to　understand　that　there　is　not　so　much　uniqueness　about　this
group，　as　they　probably　needed　the　extra　time　to　get　to　know　each　other
communicating　in　Japanese　also，　because　many　of　them　were　still　not
comfortable“socializing”in　English．　This　reminds　me　of　what　Jones
and　Jones（1995：101）stated，　which　were　cited　in　D6rnyei　and　Maldrez
（1999：156）
It　is　important　to　realize　that　groups，　like　individuals，　have　needs
that　must　be　met　before　the　group　can　function　effectively．　If　the
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classroom　group　is　to　function　in　a　supPortive，　goal－directive　man－
ner，　teachers　must　initially　set　aside　time　for　activities　that　enable
students　to　know　each　other，　develop　a　feeling　of　being　included，
and　create　diverse　friendship　patterns．　Only　after　these　feelings
have　been　developed　can　a　group　of　students　proceed　to　respond
optimally　to　the　learning　goals　of　the　classroom．
　　　As　EPC　is　quite　a　special　group　which　goes　on　for　a　long　duration
of　four　years，　this　group　factor　probably　affects　the　students　much
much　more　so　than　in　regular　classes　who　meet　only　once　for　just　for　7
months，　and　I　feel　we　should　have　taken　into　account　this　time　factor
for　the　group　life　as　well．
　　　Reviewing　what　the　students　mentioned，　I　would　like　to　stress　that，
even　if　it　was　two　or　three　months　into　the　semester，　we　ought　to　have
realized　that　the　group　was　still“suffering”　in　this　forming　stage，　and　in
need　of　some　opportunities　for　them　to　get　to　know　each　other，　even　if
it　meant　spending　half　of　the　class　time　having　them　talk　in　Japanese．
Inow　regret　that　I　had　always　put　aside　all　those‘‘getting　to　know　each
other”activities　exclusively　for　the　first　one　or　two　classes，　sticking　to
this　typical　teacher　mentality　to　be　rather　obsessed　by　the　notion　that
we　ought　to“cover”as　much　academic　content　as　we　can．
d．Norms　alter
　　　Oyster　defines　norms　as“the　way　things　are　done　around　here”
（2000：26）．According　to　her，　there　are　many　different　views　on　norms，
and　some　look　at　them　as　only　implicit，　and　some　both　explicit　and
implicit，　and　they　could　be　either　positive　or　negative　for　the　group
development．　One　of　the　norms，　both　implicit　and　explicit　for　the　Group
2001in　the　first　semester　was　that　people　did　attend　the　classes．　Let　us
see　how　this　norm　alters　as　they　go　into　the　second　semester：
＊First　Yeαr　Sθcond　8θ〃testθr　rSepte〃tbθr－Januar蟹ノ
The・a彦tendance・rate・sudde吻伽）PPed．　Five・students・had　l（？ft　EPC　by
December．　ItωαS　noticeable　that　most　of　them　were　the　excellent
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students．
ノ1　〃laL／or　slump：7ソZθexistence　qプSO〃zany　PeOPIe　b∈？ing　absent　and
quitting　led　others　to　lose　their〃motivation．　More〃zotivαted　PeOPIe　were
very　unhaPPyω励the　situation．　Many　quit　because吻y　could　not
exPreSS　themselves　wellαbout　their　Oωn　di∬atisfaction　with　the
cla∬θS．
　　　Above　well　illustrates　how　a　group’s　atmosphere　influences　indivi・
duars　motivation，　and　this　seems　to　have　affected　other　members’atti－
tudes．　Thus，　here　we　see　some　people　start　altering　the　norm　for　their
attendance．　Baron　et　al．（1992），　according　to　Oyster（2000），　explains　that
norms　are　mechanisms　of　contro1，　and　the　failure　to　follow　the　norms
could　jeopardize　your　membership．　In　other　words，　by　violating　the
norms，　they　were　risking　the　exclusion　from　the　group，　and　in　reality，
they　really　did，　and　it　had　a　tremendous　negative　impact　on　others　who
stayed．
　　　Also，　it　is　noteworthy　that　these　students　left　without　being　able　to
express　themselves　to　their　peers，　Here　we　can　see　that　they　were　still
carrying　the　primary　tension．　Forsyth（1999：156）writes：“This　tension
can　be　so　uncomfortable　that　people　who　believe　that　they　lack　the
social　skills　necessary　to　cope　with　the　situation　actively　avoid　group
membership（Cook，1977；Leary＆Kowalski，1995）．”This　seems　to　apply
so　perfectly　to　this　case，　as　later，　in　personal　communication　with　some
of　the　people　who　left　at　the　time，　the　author　was　told　that　they　felt
unconfident　in　group　studies，　and　they　felt　they　might　just　do　better
independently　than　in　groups　such　as　EPC．　As　they　were　stronger　stu－
dents　academically，1　think　we　had　believed　that　they　would　come　up　to
us　first　if　they　were　dissatisfied　or　had　something　to　share　with　us．
However，　again　we　did　not　know，　or　at　least　I　did　not　know　what　the
primary　tensiori　could　do　to　even　the　most　academically　confident
learners　in　a　group　like　this．　They　could　only　disclose　their　views　and
feelings　after　they　had　left　the　group．
　　　Needless　to　say，　seeing　these　people　leave　one　after　the　other　cast　a
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large　shadow　onto　the　whole　atmosphere　of　this　group，　and　both　the
students　and　the　teachers　felt　that　they　had　gone　into　a　major　slump
around　that　time．
e．Subgrouping／minor　storming
　　　D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003）writes，“This（subgrouping＞referS　to
the　natural　human　desire　to　form　coalitions　in　the　spirit　of‘safety　in
numbers’（53）．　Oyster（2000）explains　that　they　form　those　groUps　with
others　with　whom　they　have　something　in　common．　Let　us　now　Iook　at
what　things　the　Group　2001　people　found　in　common　with　each　other　in
their　second　semester：
D〃Terent〃zotivation　grOUPS　fbr〃i’　Some　analyzed　that　around　that
time，　the　group　was　divided　i物three　Cαtegories’The　most　motivα彪d
stαrted　feeling，　around　the　time　of　the　autumn　cα吻，’んα’伽y　them－
selves　had　to　initia彪’ん囎S　more　autonomously．7’んθleSS〃iotivated
onesノ；elt　thθyんα（i　to　do　whαt　the：ソ！〃ere　told　to　do．　The　thiγd　gγ0ゆha（i
伽㎎S伽オ孟勧ノwanted・to・do，　but　as　either　they／bπη4魏004功％°cult・to
Cα〆7：y”Zθ〃Zout　in　this　groul），07プ2髭ver　y　dissatisfie（iα～）out　not　being
given　credits／br　their　worle　or　the　classes　themselves，　they　left　the　Pro・
gramωithout　beingαble　to　2彩）γθSS　theiγopinions．
In’ゐθen¢therθωθrθ‘ωo　grOUPS　lθft：7フZθmotivated　on2S　who　chOSθ
to　do　debαtes　or　SPeechesプbγ伽α麗π撚0α噸，　and　the　le∬motivαted
g70ゆω1ZO　toole”ZθleSS〆召vored〃tUS∫Cαl　oPtion，　whichωαSα‘‘1〔lftOVθ〆ζ
SO〃ie　chose　to　be　in　the　le∬〃zotivated　group　O吻δθCαπSθ伽yμ”勧7
English　let／elωαS　not　high　enough　toわθin　the　more　motit／ated　gγOZ4）．
Some　PeoPle　started　getting　together　in　SO〃zebody’S　house　to　PrePare　f（）γ
theiゆarts　in　the　autumn　camP．
　　　It　is　notable　here　that　they　chose　levels　of　their　motivation　and
perhaps　their　confidence　in　English　as　basis　for　grouping　themselves．
Oyster（2000）also　explains　that　this　process　leads　the　tension　level　in
the　group　to　drop　as　the　trust　is　beginning　to　increase　within　thern．
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They　have　formed　coalitions　to　feel　secure　within　each　subgroup．　Sub－
groups　could　be　causes　of　an　inter－group　power　struggle　or　confronta－
tions（Oyster　2000，　D6rnyei＆Murphey　2003）．　However，　in　this　stage，　I
feel　individuals　in　each　group　finally　found　their　safer　space，　and　they
seemed　to　function　more　positively．
　　　Another　argument　we　could　make　about　this　subgrouping　is　that　as
Oyster（2000）discusses，“smaller　groups　progress　through　all　of　the
stages　more　easily　and　efficiently　than　larger　groups”（61）．　She　argues
that　an　optimal　size　for　most　task　groups　as　being　between　four　and　six
members．　This　is　exactly　the　number　of　people　they　had　in　these　sub－
groups．　She　goes　on　to　say　that　when　given　a　chance　to　form　groups，
people　tend　to　gravitate　around　that　number，　and　that’s　what　exactly
hapPened　here，　too．
　　　Meanwhile，　as　the　third　group　leaves　EPC，1　could　perhaps　label　this
stage　as　a　kind　of　emerging“minor”storming　stage　without　confronta－
tion，　but　more　with　passive　aggression　in　the　form　of　not　coming　to　the
classes．　The　more　overt　confrontational　storming　stage　does　not　come
around　until　April　the　following　year．
Structure（Norming／lndividual　differentiation）Stage（1）
　　　Before　and　during　the　camp，　as　they　have　opportunities　to　work
lntenslvely　with　others　in　those　subgroups，　certain　structures　and
norms　are　formed　in　this　stage．
＊liTirst　Year　A　utu配πC磁P御oひθ7πδ副
乃ωαS観4α孟y傭α磁αSθ祝伽r・house．　The・Cα〃ゆωαS・rg襯zed　by
both　first　and　second　year　students．　A　l伽ugh　second　year　students
took幡iatives，　first　year　students　were　given　co吻lete・C勧ge　in　the
activities　they　were　re吻ηs弼θ緬Meanwhile，α　feω　students，〃iostly
’qρlevel　ones，　did　not・a伽d伽Cαηゆ，αη面〃〔Zプthe〃3卿’Sん0吻
after　this　despite〃zαny（λ価θのeers，’θαoんers，αnd・se勿αis’eがorts・to
Persuade　them　to　stay，
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σe観πgcloser‘O　eαch　o’ゐer　pushesμP　motivαtion’ルfOst，ノ’or　the
／i’rst　time，　actuall：ソfoundブ〇二y　in　workingωith　others，　which　motivated
them　to　Put〃iore　energy　into　EPC．　A　s　many　of　the〃z　ended　up　staying
ゆall　night，　sometimes　three　nights　in　a　roω　worhing　with　their　Peers
before　and　during　the　cα吻to　PrePare／br　their　activities，　they　became
much　closer　to　eαch　other．　Many　felt　Positively勉伽enced　by　their
Peers　and　their　seniorsうy　seeing　their　presentations．1協OS’吻0πθゴ
伽‘this　Cα吻〃zade’ん碗9θ’〃zuch　much　closer　to　each　other　than
before，　and・this〃zade　a　significαnt　difference　tOWαrd　Pushing　Ujウ伽〃
〃zotivation　to　sPeah　English　toθα01Z　othθr，　stu（オニy　it，αnd　devote　more
ti〃1θand　energy　into　EI）C。　SO〃ze　noted”τ024gん，オんα’this　uPheaval　in
motivation　lasted　o吻ノbγαω屈2碗θγ伽0α〃zp，
ハ「bn－Pαrticipants　quit　afterヂセθ琵π9　teft　out’Despite　〃zany　gγ0ゆ
members　attemPt　to　Persuade　these　PeOPIeωho　did　not　come　to　the
cα勿加m　quitting，　all　Of　them　quit　by　the　end　o．プthe　yeαr．　Many　ana－
lyze　thatα〃the　non－Pαrtiのants　qプthe　ca〃ゆquit　shortly　after　the
Cαml）onl二y　becαuse　th〔IY　di（l　not‘‘give　itαt7ツ”to　do　grOUI）ω0γ々αnd〃Zθ二y
回’伽卿ωθうeen　left　out　even　when　the　Partiのants　Persuaded　the〃z
it・WαS・never・tOO　1α彪．　Mαny　of　those　who　did　notPαrtiのate・see〃zed　to
have　ma（ie　αPre〃tαtz〃’e　d〔lcision　”zat　”Z（？y　would　nezノθ7　enブ〇二y　groWf）
ω0γ々，the　students　rePorted．　They　went　on　to　ProPose　tんα’α〃the　camPS
should　be〃Zαde　absolutely〃Zαndatory　becαuse　qプthe　reason　above．
ルlany　regretted　that　they　should　have　tried〃tuch　hαrder　to　Persuade
伽〃Zto　CO〃ze友）the　CαmP．　This　Period　mαrleed　as　one　o．プthe　hαrdest
time　in　this　group　’s　life．
　　　Although　I　do　not　see　the　whole　group　coming　up　with　certain
norms　and　structures　so　clearly　yet，　I　see　those　emerging　at　this　stage．
One　student　mentions，“A　few　people　started　taking　roles　as　leaders，　and
this　became　a　template　for　the　rest　of　the　EPC　for　the　following　year．”
During　the　previous　stages，　the　roles　were　ambiguous，　and　thus　mem－
bers　could　have　been　feeling　uncomfortable．　Oyster（2000）calls　this
stage　as　a“renorming”（62）stage　as　well．　In　this　group’s　case，　the　failing
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attendance　got　corrected　as　students　altered　this　dysfunctional　norm
and　it　was　expected　that　everybody　put　in　more　time　and　effort　into
EPC，　and　some　people　chose　to　stay　up　for　three　consecutive　nights，　and
this　too　became　a　new　norm　of　the　group！
　　　On　the　other　hand，　some　of　the　members’attempts　to　stop　the　peo－
ple　from　quitting　did　not　succeed．　I　assume　that　in　terms　of　group　de・
velopment，　their　norms　and　cohesiveness　was　not　developed　enough　for
this　kind　of　intra－group　effort　to　be　readily　accepted　or　successful．
　　　It　is　also　interesting　that　students　commented　on　the　importance　of
participating　in　the　camp．　During　this　camp　where　they　were　given
opportunities　to　be　more　autonomous　given　the　freedom　to　do　almost
anything　in　groups，　they　started　creating　their　own　norms　as　above．
Also，　they　ended　up　spending　so　much　time　with　each　other　often　out－
side　of　the　class　where　they　were　free　to　interact　in　Japanese，　they
quickly　got　to　know　each　other　better．
　　　In　this　stage，　people　also　started　getting　Positively　influenced　by
their　peers，　whereas　previously，　high　achievers　or　people　who　could“do
better”were　more　threatening　to　the　rest。　I　see　it　that　finally　the　ice
broke　and　they　started　accepting　each　other　without　feeling　threatened．
This　is　an　emergence　of“near　peer　role　modeling”．　Tim　Murphey　has
focused　on　the　significance　of　this　in　his　numerous　works（Murphey
1995，1998a，1998　b，2003　b；Murphey　and　Arao　2001）．　According　to
D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003：128），．
＿near　peer　role　models　are　peers　who　are　close　to　the　learners’
social，　professional　and／or　age　level，　and　whom　the　learners　may
respect　and　admire．＿if　teachers　can　find　productive　behaviors，
roles　and　beliefs　present　in　some　respectable　peer，　and　highlight
these　for　emulation　by　others，　this　can　become　a　powerful　means　to
encourage　students　to　follow　the　example．
　　　Iperceive　the　emergence　of　near　peer　role　models　within　their　own
class，　not　just　from　their　seniors，　as　a　good　sign　for　their　group　develop－
ment，　and　this　is　one　of　the　phenomenon　we　the　teachers　were　hoping
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to　see　hapPen　more　in　EPC．
　　　In　retrospect，　overall　in　this　period　a　lot　was　going　on　in　terms　of　a
group　dynamics　undercurrent，　and　all　these　experiences　later　bore　fruit
in　abundance　later　on　in　this　group’s　life．
＊First　Year　Spring　Break（February－Mαrch／
　Sociαlizing　begins’ハ4an二y　s’αγ彦ed　socializing　withθαCIZ　other，　celel）γα’一
　勿ng　birthda二ysαn（i　SO　on．　The　mαiling　listωαS　not　thθγθ∠yθちbut　SO〃ze
started　networleing．　ln・Mαrch，　some　started　worleing　hard　toωαrd　the
selection　ProceSS，　but　those　who　were　abroad　orgone　bαck　to　their　ho〃ze
town　could　not　Pαrtiのαte　in　this　Process，α忽砺S　7παdθαd功rerence
勿’履7勉あ㎎sqプcom〃zitment　to　EPC　relαted　activities．　Some　7θ・．
Ported　that　this　hind（）f　long　blank　Period　did　affect　hu〃Zαη剛α’伽一
吻ραη4〃zotivation　levels．
　　　Here　renorming　continues　on　into　the　spring　break．　New　social
norms　such　as　celebrating　each　other’s　birthdays，　communicating　via
mailing　list　start　to　get　created．
　　　On　the　distance　created　between　people　by　the　break　period，　per・
haps　we　can　quite　easily　explain　this　from　the　group　dynamics　perspec－
tive．　Groups　get　more　cohesive　when　people　are　attracted　to　each　other．
According　to　Oyster（2000），　there　are　three　most　important　attributes，
which　attract　people　to　form　relationships　and　groups．　They　are　simi・
larity，　geographical　proximity，　and　physical　attractiveness．　Whenever
there　is　a　long　break　in　the　group’s　life，　as　the　second　attribute，　geo－
graphical　proximity　drastically　decreases，　as　in　EPC，　many　go　overseas
or　go　home　to　their　home　town　during　those　times，　there　is　less　attrac－
tion　to　it　as　people　feel　distant　from　the　people　and　the　group．　In　other
words，　those　long　breaks　in　universities　could　become　a　pit　hole　for　the
group’s　cohesiveness　if　it　were　to　continue　beyond　those　breaks．　Thus，
Ithink　it　is　almost　essential　for　such　groups　tQ　come　up　with　an　ongo－
ing　task，　which　requires　the　members　to　keep　interacting　with　each
other，　and　better　yet，　create　oPPortunities　to　physically　get　together　at
some　polnts．
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AMajor　Storming（Conflict，　Confrontation）Stage（See　Dia一
gram　l，皿Storming．）
　　　In　the　previous　study，　I　found　the　following　process　to　be　the　most
crucial　event　that　affected　their　motivational　level　as　well　as　group
cohesiveness　in　the　most　positive　sense．　It　is　quite　amazing　that　the
feedback　I　received　from　the　students　so　accurately　fit　into　the　theories
describing　this　stormy　phase，　which　is　essential　for　healthy　group　de－
velopment．　D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003）notes：
it　has　been　found　with　groups　of　all　kinds　that　they　cannot　start
performing　their　main　task　effectively　and　harmoniously　without
going　through　this　turbulent　and　rugged　transition．　In　many　ways，
this　is　the　time　when　the　group　has　already　come　into　existence　but
needs　to　sort　out　a　few　things　about　itself　before　settling　into　a
daily　routine．　The　group’s　main　task　at　this　stage　is　to　make　deci・
sions　about　how　it　will　operate　and　what　roles　members　will　as・
sume　in　the　process．
　　　Let　us　see　now　how　this　group　made　their　decisions　through　major
confrontations　during　the　selection　process　about　how　EPC　will　operate：
a．20hours　of　emotionally　fueled　debates　over　which　new　students　to
　　choose
＊Second　Year　During　the　Selection　Procθss（Aprit［
　Secon（i　and〃z〃d夕θαγstudents　were勿clzα79θOf　intθγviewin9乞n／4ρα一
nese　first　yeαr　and　second　yeαr　apPlicants／br・EPC．　A　huge　controversy
　αrose　among　the　second　yθar　students　selection　during　their　discussion
　after　th（？interviews，　and　they　ended　ul）Sl）ending〃zore　than　20　hours
debating　Sjウending　nights　and　days　at　theiγPe（η・冶Plαces　to　come　toα
conclusion．0％オqプseveral　aPPIic傭s彦hey　only　reco物nended・one・stu－
dent　to　be　included，　which　actually　shocleed　US　the　teαchers　as　we　were
PrePared・to・let〃ZO∫励・We・alSO・beca〃Zθ9魏θ〃Zαd・at・them・as・n伽吻
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吻y’00々SO〃3πCん伽θ如CO〃ze　to　this　conclusion，　but　they　let　US　lenOW
their　conclusion　very　1αte　at　nightうefore　the　day　we　were　scheduled　to
αnnounce　the　result．　Moreover，　they　insisted　that　their　opinions　would
bθγθミPectθdαS　they　had　Sl）ent　SO〃乙～4CIZ　ti〃zeαn（iθnθrgy（tiscussing　thi＆
駕Zqプthisωαεαbig　surprise　to　US，　and　it　WαS　not　the〃zost　Positive
eXlりerience／br　the　teachers　either，　ez／en　though　weα1～ノ）reciαted　the　en－
¢㎎ツαη4伽θ’んの肋伽ρθπ‘oη煽∫．Quite加nlely，　we　even　wondered
勾ド”3isωαSα彦α”αgood　ideαthαtωθwoul（iαノθγagain　let　the〃i　get
伽伽θd勿伽sρπ）cess，
　　　Until．1　watched　the　video　of　the　students’　discussion　on　this　almost
ayear　later　from　the　actual　event，　I　had　no　idea　how　much　time　and
energy，　especially　their　emotional　energy，　the　students　had　devoted　into
this　process　and　the　magnitude　of　positive　impact　it　had　on　the　group
development．　One　of　the　many　discoveries　was　that　it　seriously　mat－
tered　to　them　who　were．coming　into　the　group　as　new　members　after
the　group　had　already　existed　for　a　year．　Let　us　look　at　the　summary
of　students’feedback　on　this　process：
The　biggest　turning　point．　Each　member　gets’んθopportunity‘O
expresses腕θ‘r　frank　opinions　feeling　responsible　lbr飾θappti－
cants　they　are　in　charge　o”ノ田（）f　the〃z　recogniae　this　event　as　their
bigg（；st’Z〃ning　Point，　EveT　ybod夕Z）ecame　SO　seriousω1Zθ？Z　he，／sheノヒzced
”3θd功『la’culty’0ゴudgθSO〃leonθ．　They匠）〔～Cα〃Z2　awaγθqズth2iγγθSl）onsi－
bilめ］　to　eXPreSS　the　OPenhearted　opinion∬ince　they　had　CO〃zmitted　to
the　aPPIicant　whom　eαch　member　WαS　in　chαrge　Of　Everybody，　notブ臨
the　leαderノ㎏π㎎S，　beca〃ze　indePendent　enough　to　exPreSS　his／her　own
opinionωithout∫fear　since　then．　The〃iembers　faced　the　conflicts　of
d功rerent　vieωs　and　opinions．　lt　was　the　first　time／br・them　thαt　they
had　such　uninhibited　and∫franle　discussions．
Agrθα’COπ’roひers〃00θr　cゐoosing　their　neω　peer　memわθrs　lbrcθS
‘んθ配to　clarify　hoω　tんey　like　EPC，　as　a　tearning　CO甜腿π碗μ0δθ
and　also　clαrify　eαch〃le配わer’S　values．；ル伽yα伽itted　thαt　at　that
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S’α9θ，the　grOZゆitself　had　not　dez／el（）1）αオαSオπ）ng　enough　bon（i，　and〃zey
ωθ紹ψ翻伽’α〃owing　neω　members　would　thrc）ω　off　the．加gile
δα伽Cθ磁伽the　gr（）up．　Some　were　strongly　against　a〃0ω勿9如0
〃Zαny　PeOPIe　in，　and　oth（？rsωθγθagainst　b（ガη9　tOO　exclusiv｛2．　This　led
them　to　clarif」ノwhat　EPC　is　about　and　how　they　wanted　it　to　be．　The
Points（）f　discussion　included　if　a　Person　’S　English　ability　WαS〃zore
i〃zl）ortant　than　his／her〃zotit／ation　to　study，　willingness友）coO1）eratθ
with・others，　and・SO・on．　They　realized　thαt　they，　notブust・the・teachers，
んα4伽簡・’OC㎎α陀吻忽ルZ畝〃’emely　resPonsible．1b瑠α勉㎎伽
right　decision．　After　SO〃zetimes　veryんθα彪d　and　e〃lot伽αl　debates
（many　were　in　teαrs伽ng　to　defend　the　aPPIicants），’物伽αz砂oα〃zθ
to　an　agree〃lent・Many　rePorted　that　after　this　eXPerience，ノbγ漉θ∫襯
襯θ，吻yγθα〃y　got　to　lenOW　eαch　other　in　dePth　as　they　talked　SO　much
αbout　their　valuesαnd　beliefs　SO碗彦ensively．　Some　stαted　that　this
exPerience　wαs　irrePlαceαble．
b．The　group’s　cohesiveness　threatened
　　　As　a　teacher，　I　never　had　imagined　that　having　new　members　at　the
beginning　of　the　second　year　would　create　the　magnitude　of　contro－
versy　that　this　group　experienced．1　had　simply　thought　that　after　hav－
ing　lost　so　many　members　in　the　previous　year，　it　would　be　nice　to　have
some　new　ones　who　are　really　motivated　and　have　good　enough　English
to　be　able　to　work　effectively　with　this　group．　However，　looking　at　the
basic　theories　of　group　development　as　we　have　seen　in　this　paper，　it　is
now　easy　to　imagine　the　kind　of　intrusiveness　and　threats　they　might
have　felt　about　new　comers．　They　had　suffered　from　the　primary　ten－
sion　for　so　long，　and　after　7　months　together，　and　having　lost　so　many
of　members　without　being　able　to　stop　them，　finally　created　subgroups，
enjoyed　getting　to　know　each　other　and　at　last　began　creating　positive
group　norms．　In　terms　of　having　new　members，　some　students　com－
mented　as　follows：
・4s　we　were　still　not　comPletely　cohesive　as　a　grc）ゆ，　mαny（zプus・were
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not　SO　Positive　about　receiving　neω〃members．
We　were　afraid　that　very　different　leinds　ofpeople　would　come　into　our
gr（）up．
1ωαSafraid　thαt　SO〃iebod二yω1ZOωαSθxtremel二y　good　in　English　would
フozn　OZ47970Zφ．
Idid　notωα2Z’to　exl）erience　again〃ze　awiωαrdノ’eθlingS　we　IZα（i　when
ωe　could　not　stop　our　Peers　from　quitting　EPC。
　　　These　remarks　clearly　show　how　much　importance　group　dynam－
ics　played　its　role　in　the　students’behavior　again．　We　could　perhaps
say　that　this　common　threat　they　experienced　for　the　group　cohesive・
ness　actually　provided　them　with　a　common　purpose，　and　led　them　to
strengthen　their　bond．
c．Opening　up　to　express　and　accept　one’s　opinions
　　　Now，　let　us　look　into　the　major　characteristics　of　this　stormy　phase
in　group　development．　Oyster（2000）explains　that　in　any　group　there
will　be　a　time　when　there　will　be　some　points　of　disagreement，　which
haven’t　been　expressed　in　the　group　in　the　forming　stage　as　they　were
trying　to　impress　each　other，　not　Ietting　their　disagreements　come　to
the　surface．　Therefore，　it　is　a　good　sign　that　the　group　starts　expressing
those　as“we　don’t　confront　someone　unless　we　can　anticipate　and　trust
there　will　be　an　appropriate　response”（63）．
　　　Ican　trace　how　the　people　in　Group　2001　got　to　this　point　from　what
students　commented：
・4Sωθμ‘SO郷ρ0πS弼θhαving如ゴ掘9θothers，　eαch　qプUS　stαrted
加nhly　exPressing　our　reα1（～pinions　to　eαch　other．　Because　of　the　re一
ミPonsil＞麗彪y　weノ≧elt／bγ〃Zθgiven　tash，ωθstarted　ext）ressing　ourseliノθ∫
no・mαt彪r　whαt　leind　of　PersonαlitJ／we　hαd．
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For　the　first　time，　our・d功　θrent　opinions　clαshed　with　others．〃厩々
彦hat　WαS　the　first　time　ever　thαt　we　became　seri’0πS砂襯0απα㎎π窩θηム
The　selection　PγoceSS　tvas　Pαrt乞cularly〃zemorable　as　we　let　our　selves
eXPreSS　our　true〆－eelings　about　i吻ortant　issues，αnd　thereωere　even
mαny・　teαrs．ノ1fter　a〃，ωe　had　nothing『診0鰯θ加〃i　each　other．　Select－
Z729α？Zθωme〃zber　in　the　grompωαS　sensitive　stuガ　　Weωθ7θnerVOUS
α1）out　itαSωθωθγθブust　becomingα　‘famil：ゾ1　．r’ωα∫still　SOノ「ragile
”zen，　andωθdid　not　Wαnt　to～）reale　itうy　lettingαwrong　Person　in．　T
んα孟冶ω1zy　we　got　SO　serz°OUS　and　gave（オθのthoughts　al）out　whatωθ
紹αμyωα物4加㎜EPC　our‘「other　family’ζVVe　ARE　a　family　nOW，
αnd　this　is　such　a　secure　one　that　we　a〃feel　we　have　a　Plαce　to　come
わαC々toα2Z二y～rimθ。
　　　Contrary　to　the　initial　regret　we　teachers　felt　right　after　this　event，
the　very　structure　we　allowed　for　student　participation　provided　them
with　the　golden　opportunity　for　this　confrontation　in　a　somewhat　safer，
mature，　and　official　context　for　the　new　member　selection　process，　We
can　see　that　for　these　people　to　open　up　to　each　other，　a　very　big　excuse，
such　as　this　was　needed．　I　also　feel，　because　most　secondary　schools　do
not　allow　much　autonomy　for　students，　it　must　have　been，　for　most　of
the　people，　the　first　experience　to　be　in　charge　of　such　an　important
task．　They　felt　greatly　empowered　to　conduct　those　interviews　and
discussions，　which　gave　them　not　only　the　feeling　of　responsibility，　but
authority　to　an　extent　that　let　them　feel　secure　to　express　themselves
freely．　It　is　also　very　interesting　that　just　as　D6rnyei　and　Murphey
stated　above，　the　group　spent　a　lot　of　time　trying　to　define　what　the
group　was　all　about，　what　they　really　wanted　to　do　together　and　how．
This　redefining　and　renorming　process　formed　a　strong　foundation　for
their　later　activities．
　　　Several　months　after　the　video－taping，　I　asked　the　group　if　this
selection　process　could　be　replaced　by　any　other　event　to　provide　a
similar　opportunity　for　this　level　of　disclosure　among　the　group，　they
could　not　come　up　with　any，
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d．Teachers，　responses
　　　As　I　mentioned　earlier，　teachers’initial　response　to　this　phenome－
non　was　mixed．　Although　we　appreciated　the　stronger　bond　and　the
autonomous　attitudes　this　group　was　developing，　we　also　felt　somewhat
threatened　by　the　students’　‘over－empowering’，　by　being　too　euphoric
about　the　new　power　they　gained．　As　to　how　much　autonomy　we
would　like　to　allow　in　EPC，　I　think　each　one　of　us　who　teaches　it　have
quite　different　opinions．　On　this　topic　D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003：52）
have　this　advice　to　teachers　like　us：
（A）sacotlnter－reaction　to　the　all　too　prominent　role　of　the　teacher
during　the　formation　phase，　the　group　is　likely　to　seek　to　liberate
itself　from　its　dependence　on　the　leader－conflicts　between　you　and
some　students　are　almost　inevitable．　The　main　advice　we　would
like　to　give　you　is‘Do　not　panic！Relax！Have　patience！’It　is　this
storming　stage　that　many　good－willing　teachers　lose　their　confi－
dence，　blame　themselves　for　their‘leniencゾand，bitter　at　how　the
group　that‘abused　the　wonderful　opportunity　they　were　given’，
resort　to　traditional　authoritarian　apProaches　to　restore　order．
However，　as　D6rnyei　and　Malderez（1997）emphasize，　the　fore－
warned　teacher　will　realize　that　this　is　a　normal　stage，　welcome　it　as
asign　of　group　development（much　as　L2　teachers　welcome　crea－
tive　development　language　errors），　expect　some　rain，　and　mediate
and　negotiate　the　group　through　the　storm．　In　the　end，　the　group
is　likely　to　be　stronger　for　weathering　the　storm　and　they　actually
need　it　to　make　them　come　together．
　　　Iremember　myself　feeling　nervous　about　having　been　so‘lenient’
with　my　students　in　this　stage，　just　as　D6rnyei　and　Murphey　describes
above．　I　have　a　tendency　to　be　too　patient　and　lenient　with　my　students
in　general，　and　I　had　thought　that　it　was　one　of　my　many　weaknesses　as
ateacher．　However，　having　studied　this　topic　in　depth　from　the　group
dynamics　perspectives，　I　feel　reassured　that　it　is　not　all　bad　to’keep　this
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leniency　and　patience，　at　least　in　this　stage　of　group　development．
Murphey（2003　a）argues　that　depending　on　which　phase　of　develop－
ment　of　autonomy　the　students　are　in，　teachers　should　alter　their　modes
of　leadership．　He　presents　three　kinds　of　leaderships，‘autocratic’，‘dem－
ocratic’，　and‘autonomy－inviting’．　He　states，
Recently，　research　has　suggested　that　effective　teachers　actually
use　all　three　kinds　of　leadership　at　different　times　for　different　pur・
poses（Heron，1999）．　Effective　teachers　often　start　out　autocratic，
and　then　segue　into　democratic，　and　later，　when　appropriate，　into
autonomy・inviting．（2－3）
　　　Ican　completely　relate　to　these　findings　as　in　my　previous　study
（Morimoto，　forthcoming），　it　was　confirmed　by　the　students　feedback
that　this　gradual　shift　of　teacher’s　role　from　controlling　to　less　control・
ling　was　part　of　what　they　suggested　to　us　to　foster　their　group　deve1－
opment，　autonomy，　and　motivation．　Moreover，　as　Murphey　suggests，
solnetimes，　even　in　the　later　stages　in　group　and／or　autonomy　develop・
ment，　sometimes　we　can　still　be　more　autocratic　when　needed．
Structure（Norming，　Individual　Differentiation，　Renorming，
Transition）Stage
Oyster（2000）describes　this　stage　as　follows：
　Individual　differentiation　is　a　happy　and　productive　time　for　the
　group．　Tension　is　at　an　a11－time　low　now　that　the　group　has　devel・
　oped　the　skills　to　deal　with　conflict．　Trust　is　also　at　an　all－time
　high．（　）Group　members　have　trust　that　they　wi豆l　not　be　hurt　by
　group　conflict．（65）
　　　She　also　explains　that　in　this　stage，　there　is　enough　trust　to　make
better　decisions　about‘division　of　labor’（66），　They　are　now　able　to　ef－
fectively　assign　tasks　to　individuals　according　to　their　strengths　and
skills．　There　is　also　enough　trust　there　that　even　if　the　labor　is　not
equally　distributed　at　that　point　in　time，　members　know　that　on　an・
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other　task　later，　people　who　did　less　will　make　up　for　it　eventually．
These　characteristics　of　this　stage　again　were　clearly　illustrated　by　the
Group　2001：
Second　Yeαr　Spring　Camp　（Mαy？
　　This　group　Planned　and　ran　this　entire　camP　atLαlee　Yamαnαhα　which
　　ωαsattendedろy　the　first　years，　second　yeαrs，　and　some　third　and
〆’ourth　yeαrs　with　a　feω　teachers　and　an　alumni　who　led　some　activities
　　in　given　time加mes．
Leαrning　to　col励orα‘θθ〃7Cεθπ吻’ルZαηy勿0πθ4　Cη’オ歪Cα♂伽S匁配S
on　their　inefficien（）y　in　col励0π伽θω0漉απ肱‘ρ0甑eSPeciα〃y　on
communicαting　with　one　another．　They　started　using　their〃2α伽9慰
heαvily，　SO〃3θ伽θ∬everal・such・e－〃zails　a　dαy．　Many　alSO　Poin彪面厩
漉α‘the　content　of　the　Cα吻couldうθmore　acαdemically　orien彪d　SO
that　it　would　be　more　stimulating／b7δ0’んold　timers　and　new　CO〃lers．
　　　It　is　interesting　that　from　this　period　on，　the　students　started　com－
menting　a　lot　not　only　about　division　of　labor，　but　also　the　actual　con－
tent　of　the　classes．　Until　then，　there　was　very　little　commented　on　the
academic　content．．This　perhaps　shows　their　main　concern　finally
shifted　from　evaluating　others　and　trying　to　feel　comfortable　in　the
group　to　actual　tasks．　There　are　actual　comments　like　the　following：
Through　tγiαl　and　error，ω（3　began　to　learn　th（Z　effectiveωαys　to　share
infor〃zation　with　other　members．
The　template　for　the　structure　of　this　group　which　started　emerg－
ing　in　the　second　semester　in　the　previous　year　got　more　clarified
around　this　time，　and　this　camp　became　an　opportunity　for　us　to
assign　more　detailed　roles　to　each　other．
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Performing（Work，　Collaboration）Stage（See　Diagram　1，　IV
Performing）
D6rnyei　and　Murphey（2003）describe　stage　as　follows：
The　performing　phase　is　a　satisfying　one：it　is　characterized　by
decreased　emotionality　and　an　increase　in　cooperation　and　task
orientation．　Having　resolved　many　of　the　issues　during　the　previ－
ous　stages，　the　group　has　developed　a　more　wel1－defined　internal
structure　that　includes　agreement　on　norms，　role　and　decision－
making　procedures．　The　group　has　reached　maturity，　which　en－
ables　it　to　perform　as　a　urlit　and　focus　the　majority　of　its　energy　on
accomplishing　desired　goals．　　the　quantity　and　quality　of　work
lncreases　significantly　during　this　stage．（54）
　　　In　this　stage　with　Group　2001，　we　see　an　explosion　of　collaborative
performances　in　and　outside　of　classes。　And，　I　would　dare　to　say，　the
rest　is　history：
Secoπd　y2αr翫sεsθ〃iester　（April・July？
云勿’0γstudent－initiated　cO♂励0π吻θργ（）iects，　S励αS　debatesα忽
Presentations　stαrted　taleing　Plαce　in〃iαny　of　the　clαsses．
E：℃tremelyδ配S乙ゐδω♂funωorking　toge”診θr’ルfOst　rePorted”Zα’α”
伽sθρ吻嘘s鋤‘them　extremely　busyωθ¢々after　weele，伽αnd
night，　but　theyθ吻’oyed（10勿9漉osθwi〃z　their　1）eers　tremendously．　EPC
わθCα〃ze　the　centre　of　their　lives．　Many　alSO　admitted　that　their　teacher，
Kevinル1αrk’8　S（）ftwαre，ωhich　allowed　them　to　share　tんθゴ7伽γゴθS勿
English　whichωαSγθwrittθn　by　thθteachθr，　not　only　hell）ed　with〃zeir
English，　but　alSO　hのed　them　getting　to　knOW　eαch　other，　and　this　con－
‘γZ°buted　in　streng〃zening　their　motit／ation〆セ〃〃Z〔～7：
8θC・nd　Year・Sec・nd・Se〃tester　（Septe〃めθr－Januαry）
　　Theツbeca〃ze∫O　activθthαt　theツstarted　creatingρπ～ノFectsわ¢yoη（i　the
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clαssroom．　Th（iy　included　writing，　Pr（）ducing，　and　Performing　a　court
case　Pla二y　in　English，　maleing　tWO　semi－1）ublic　1）resentations　〔ゾtheir
Play，万伽，ηθωS醐ε0，　and　the　Lion　King　musical　on　ca〃ZPUS　on　top　O．プ
nu〃zerOUS　otheゆrOjects／bγ勿一clαSS　and　camP　Presentations　and　exeCU－
tion．　The　cla∬ブust　Provided　the〃zembers　OPPortunities　to　meet　and
hαve　some　discil）lines　toミPeah　only　in」english．　Theッdid．ωork　CO〃Z－
Pletely　autono〃zously　or　attemPted　to　finish　the　Pr（η’ects　that　were　Pr（）－
Posed　by　teαchers　by　themselves．
Working　to　their　timit：　Everybody　worleed　to　or　exceeded　their　limits
with　many　sleePleSS　nights．　Mαny　were　CO吻）letely　drit／en．　Howet／er，
there　were　SO〃ze　gaPS　in〃zotivation　a〃iong　the　group，ω耽ん吻yωθγθ
aware　of，’and　PeOPIe　Pαtiently　waited／bγ伽less〃iotivated’o謝sθ
their〃iotivation　level，　which　in　turn　was　very　much　aPPreciated　by　the
initiαlly　le∬motivαted　ones．　A　lthoug¶h　the　gr（）up　hαd　beCO〃ze・extre〃昭砂
e∬icientωorleing　together，　rotated　leadershif）S／br　d功rerent　PrOjectS，
αnd　enjoying　the　work　and　the　fee伽g　qプαCCO吻♂納〃Zθ庶
Second】Veαr・A　utumn　Cαmp　（A「ovember／Decenめer？
　1tωas　heldαt　Lalee　y伽αηα々αノbγthree　days．　Jt　feαtured　not　o吻
　　ηZ4〃zeγOUS　1）γθ∫（～ntations　Z）二y　s〃zall　grOUf）s　t）㍑‘al∫O〃ze　murder　case　COUγt
　ρ切ω励an　insert　Of　a　short　film　C繊屈solelyのstudents，　whose
　Pr（）duction　and　contents　were　1αrgely　hePt　secret　from　the　teαchers　until
地θ纏吻（）f　thのerf・rmαnce，　which・lasted／br　3　h・urs　inclu伽9　audi－
　　ence　Parti⑫ation　on　the　verdict　which　first　yeαr　students　and　teachers
　　ωere　led　into　by　the　stzadents．　There　were・some〃ze〃zbers　who・did・not
　　sleeP　for　the　entire　weele　prepαring〆bπ厩s。　Because（ゾ伽π伽γ2　qプ
　　伽sextre〃zely　intensive　and　demαnding　cα吻，吻y　hadαρosオーcα吻
　　wi”30ut　teαchθrsαtα？zea7わヅaccom〃to（tationブust／bγr2crθation　aftθr
　　the　officiα1　ca吻ended，
A　peak　experience’　Most　seemed　to　feel　that　it　was　the　Peαle　of　the
whole　EPC　exPerience　up　to　this　Point　in　time，7物の翅’α雇9h　s朋sθ
（ゾαccomPlishment，　but・at・the・sa〃Zε伽ε，　SO〃ze　were　starting　to　feel　sad
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thαtαll　thisωas　CO〃zing　to　an　end　soon．　コ【フZθッlenew，　in　theプ’ollowing
year・　the・CU舵ulum・would・not・a〃0ω伽瞬0α〃ocate・SO〃Z励q〃heir
time友）El）C。
　　　We　can　almost　feel　the　ecstasy　the　students　were　experiencing　in
this　stage．　Oyster（2000：67）puts　it　this　way，
This　is　very　much　like　group　nirvana，　The　group　is　now　a　mature
group　cap，able　of　extremely　high　quality　work．　Tension　is　very　Iow．
Trust　is　very　high．　Conflict　is　readily　identified　and　effectively
dealt　with．
　　　Also，　although　they　had　one　new　member　as　of　April，　he　seemed　to
be　accepted　to　the　group　easily　as　they　had　made　this　decision　theIn－
selves．　In　addition，　Kevin’s　writing　activities　using　his　software，“Lexi
space”in　exchanging　their　journal　entries　with　each　other　on　the　e－
mails　certainly　helped　the　new　member　get　to　know　others　very　quickly
and　deeply，　and　vice　versa．　I　assume　his‘forming　stage’must　have　been
much　easier　than　his　peers’．
　　　It　was　interesting　that　very　few　comments　were　made　about　this
caMp．　I　assume　it　was　so　obvious　that　for　everybody　it　was　such　an
extremely　exhilarating，　satisfying，　and　touching　experience，　and　any－
body　who　spent　any　time　around中em　could　sense　that　they　mus毛have
felt　no　need　to　mention　it．
　　　Forsyth（1999）mentions　that　not　too　many　grQups　actually　develop
into　this　stage　unfortunately，　and　even　if　they　did，　they　usually　come　at
the　very　end　of　the　group’s　life．　Although　it　took　them　a　long　time，　a
whole　year　to　come　to　this，　I　feel　very　grateful　to　have　been　able　to
witness　the　performing　stage　of　this　group　for　a　quite　a　long　duration
of　time，　from　April　to　January　in　their　second　year　up　until　my　very　last
class　with　them　where　everybody　made　a　presentation　in　English　quite
fluently　making　use　of　the　audio－visuals　subh　as　PowerPoint．　At　the
time　of　writing　this　paper，　in　November　2004，　the　group　is　still　keeping
its　cohesiveness，　even　though　the　curriculum　allows　them　to　meet　only
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once　a　week，　and　then　only　if　their　seminar　schedules　do　not　coincide
with　this　class，　which　does　not　even　earn　them　any　credits　toward　their
graduation．　Moreover，　all　14　members　are　participating　in　video－
making　projects　right　now，　one　of　them　being　an　audio－visual　aid　for
our　collaborative　poster　presentation　at　Learner　Development　Forum　at
JALT　2004．　Nine　of　them　are　volunteering　to　go　to　Nara　to　present　with
me　and　speak　about　this　group’s　experience　from　their　perspectives．　I
feel　I　do　not　need　to　do　anything　more　to　prove　the　cohesiveness　or　the
level　of　autonomy　this　group　has　developed　and　maintained．
Discussion
　　　Having　seen　that　these　group　development　models　fit　quite　per・
fectly　to　the　actual　experience　students　had　in　this　group，　I　now　feel
very　confident　that　if　we　consider　those　aspects，　there　is　a　great　possi－
bility　we　can　better　facilitate　and　accelerate　the　group　development
process．　Some　of　the　lessons　I　have　learned　could　be　summarized　as
follows：
　　　1．As　EPC　is　a　4－year－long　semi－intensive　program，　people　expect　to
　　　　　　commit　themselves　more　to　the　group　itself，　and　if　they　find　the
　　　　　　group　not　attractive　or　difficult　to　commit　themselves　for　their
　　　　　　entire　college　life，　chances　are　that　they　will　leave．　Therefore，　if
　　　　　　we　were　to　launch　a　class　or　program　which　goes　on　for　a　long
　　　　　　period　or　in　an　intensive　manner，　we　should　pay　extra　attentlon
　　　　　　to　the　group　dynamics　factor，　as　people’s　behaviors　will　be　influ－
　　　　　　enced　by　these　than　in　shorter　classes　or　programs．
　　　2．In　L2　classes　taught　in　L2　in　universities　in　Japan，　consideration
　　　　　　of　the　group　dynamics　could　be　even　more　useful．　Typically，
　　　　　　Japanese　university　learners　have　two　attributes　that　make
　　　　　　them　more　difficult　to　function　well　in　groups．　They　are　l　1）hav－
　　　　　　ing　to　interact　with　one　another　in　L2　even　when　their　linguistic
　　　　　　ability　is　not　sufficient　to　socialize　in　it；2）their　lack　of　experi・
　　　　　　ence　in　and　understanding　the　worth　of　interactive　group　activi－
　　　　　　ties。　These　attributes　may　extend　the　period　of’forming，
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　　　subjecting　them　to　suffer　from　primary　tension　for　months，　if
　　　not　the　whole　time．
3．It　is　extremely　important　for　the　learners　to　know　each　other　in
　　　the　group　thoroughly　and　develop　trust　before　they　couid　per－
　　　form　well　in　groups．　If　the　class　is　large，　they　might　as　well　start
　　　out　from　a　subgroup．　As　teachers　we　ought　to　make　sure　that
　　　the　learners，　especially　less　competent　speakers　of　the　target
　　　language　have　enough　opportunities　to　do　this　even　if　it　meant
　　　having　them　talk　in　Japanese．
4．At　some　point，　it　is　very　effective　for　the　group　to　be　given　a
　　　task　which　allows　them　to　have　certain　autonomy　and　author－
　　　ity，　such　as　becoming　interviewers　in　the　student　selection　proc－
　　　ess　in　EPC．　It　would　be　ideal　if　each　of　them　has　some
　　　responsibility　to　express　his／her　opinions　to　the　whole　group　to
　　fulfill　their　tasks．
5．In　the　forming　stage，　as　members　tend　to　act　normally　even
　　when　each　of　them　are　suffering　severely　from　primary　tension，
　　we　might　need　to　make　extra　efforts　to　find　out　how　comfort－
　　able　they　are　in　groups　perhaps　by　using　methods　such　as　ques－
　　tionnaires，　where　they　can　feel　safe　to　express　themselves
　　without　having　to　worry　about　what　others　think　of　their　opin－
　　ions　and　feelings．　This　would　help　us　determine　what　kinds　of
　　activities　are　apPropriate　at　the　given　time．
6。Although　not　all　camps　were　so　successful　in　developing　group
　　cQhesiveness　for　the　Group　2001，　I　still　feel　it　can　provide　great
　　opportunities　for　people　to　get　to　know　each　other　provided　that
　　we　plan　it　carefully，　even　allowing　the　participants　to　socialize
　　in　Japanese　in　the　beginning．
7．The　balance　between　making　the　students　interact　all　in　L2　and
　　letting　them　socialize　in　Japanese　might　require　fine　tuning．　On
　　one　hand，　we　might　not　want　to　give　them　an　impression　that　it
　　is　always　all　right　to　speak　Japanese　in　class，　but　on　the　other
　　hand，　we　want　them　to　overcome　the　primary　tension　as　quickly
　　as　possible．　This　may　then　be　another　area　where　we　can　invite
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　　　　　　students　to　discuss　how　much　and　when　they　can　allow　them－
　　　　　　selves　to　interact　with　each　other　in　Japanese．
　　　8．It　is　important　that　we　see　the　storming　stage　as　a　positive　sign
　　　　　　of　healthy　group　development．　What　we　might　need　to　worry
　　　　　　about　more，　is　when　there　is　no　confrontation　even　some　time
　　　　　　after　the　group　had　launched．　That　may　indicate　a　yellow　or
　　　　　　some　times　even　a　red　signal　flickering　as　we　saw　in　the　first
　　　　　　year　second　semester　with　this　group，　when　so　many　of　the
　　　　　　members　quit　not　being　able　to　confront　us　or　others．
　　　9．It　is　advisable　to　keep　some　activities　and　interactions　going　on
　　　　　　during　long　breaks　to　hold　the　group　together，　as　proximity　is
　　　　　　an　important　element　in　binding　the　group　together，
　　10．As　teachers，　we　can　prepare　ourselves　to　change　the　modes　of
　　　　　　leadership　between　autocratic，　democratic，　and　autonomy－
　　　　　　inviting　modes　accommodating　to　the　needs　of　the　group　at　the
　　　　　　particular　stage　of　their　development．
　　11．Having　a　new　member　in　the　middle　of　a　group’s　life　can　be　ex・
　　　　　　tremely　threatening　and　discomforting　to　its　group　members．
　　　　　　Extra　care　should　be　given　if　there　is　a　need　for　such　a　member
　　　　　　to　come　ln．
　　　Now，　there　are　so　marly　areas　of　group　dynamics　I　could　delve　into
to　understand　what　the　students　experienced　Some　of　the　topics　are
the　nature　and　development　of‘leadership’and‘group　cohesiveness’，
teachers’and　students’roles，　classroom　environment，　and　so　forth．　As
this　is　a　fairly　new　approach　to　study　of　L2　teaching　and　learning，　there
is　much　room　for　reSearch　in　these　aspects。　Moreover，　asking　the　stu・
dents　specific　questions　into　those　areas　might　bring　valuable　informa・
tiorl　to　further　understand　what　undercurrents　are　affecting　their
learning．
　　　As　EPC　is　a　rather　unusual　course　in　terms　of　its　length　and　inten・
sity，　it　might　be　helpful　to　do　similar　studies　on　more　regular　classes，
such　as　required　and　elective　classes　which　last　for　a　semester　or　two，　in
order　to　obtain　more　understanding　in　our　L2　classes　in　general．　In
addition，　we　could　study　group　dynamics　in　the　context　of　residential
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classes　in　and　outside　of　Japan．
Conclusion
　　　Ihave　attempted　to　analyze　the　EPC　Group　200rs　group　develop－
ment　at　stages　based　on　the　students’feedback　I　gained　from　my　previ－
ous　study．　As　mentioned　in　the　discussion　above，　the　group　develop－
ment　models　have　proved　themselves　quite　useful　in　explaining　and
predicting　how　a　semi－intensive　long　range　L2　class　in　a　Japanese　uni－
versity　setting　could　develop　as　a　group，　and　with　it　the　success　or　fail－
ure　as　a　learning　group．　This　seems　to　suggest　that　it　is　very　useful　for
us　L2　teachers　in　Japanese　universities　to　plan　our　classes　Payil19　more
attention　on　the　group　development　stages　as　well　as　other　more　lin－
guistically　oriented　foci　in　order　to　motivate　the　learners　more，　which
could　lead　to　more　learning　as　the　literature　to　which　I　have　referred　in
my　study　suggests．　Although　the　concrete　suggestions　I　have　made　in
the　discussion　section　are　basically　made　for　the　EPC　type　of　semi－
intensive，　longer　range　courses，　I　feel　they　could　also　be　utilized　in　less
intensive　shorter　courses．　It　is　my　hope　that　they　would　actually　help
reduce　the‘moaning　and　groaning’about　classes　that　just　do　not‘ge1’in
the　L2　teacher’s　staff　room　as　well　as　among　students．
　　　Iconsider　that　more　research　from　the　group　dynamics　perspective
in　different　types　of　L2　classroom　settings　in　terms　of　class　sizes，　stu－
dent　types（such　as　their　majors，　gender，　and　age），　duration　of　the
course，　intensity　of　the　course　are　called　for．　Depending　on　what　is
revealed　through　these　studies，　we　might　need　also　to　develop　faculty
development　schemes　in　order　to　facilitate　L2　teachers　to　make　use　of
the　findings　from　this　new　subdiscipline　that　very　few　of　us　have　been
exposed　to．
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